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Abstract

Classical linear time-invariant system simulation methods are based on a transfer function, impulse response,

or input/state/output representation. We present a methodfor computing the response of a system to a given input

and initial conditions directly from a trajectory of the system, without explicitly identifying the system from the

data. Similarly to the classical approach for simulation, the classical approach for control is model-based: first a

model representation is derived from given data of the plantand then a control law is synthesised using the model

and the control specifications. We present an approach for computing a linear quadratic tracking control signal

that circumvents the identification step. The results are derived assuming exact data and the simulated response or

control input is constructed off-line.

Keywords: simulation, data-driven control, output matching, linearquadratic tracking, system identification.

1 Introduction

The usual starting point of systems and control problems is agiven representation of the plant. As a consequence, the

developed solution methods and algorithms are based on input/state/output, transfer function, matrix fraction, impulse

response, etc. representations. We call this research paradigm ‘model-based’, and refer to problem formulations based

on the input/state/output representation (perhaps the most often used representation) as classical problem formulations.

In this paper, we consider alternative problem formulations, which we call ‘data-driven’, that start from a given

observed trajectory of the to-be-simulated or to-be-controlled system (the plant). From the applications point of view,

data-driven formulations are closer than their classical counterparts to real-life problems: indeed in practise one rarely

has a given input/state/output representation but often may observe a trajectory of the plant. From the theoretical point

of view, data-driven formulations allow for a new class of solution methods and algorithms that are not based on any

particular representation of the plant.

Of course, a data-driven problem could be solved by a combination of system identification and a model-based

method. System identification derives from the given data a model representation of the plant, and a model-based
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simulation or control design method could then be applied. We are looking for alternatives to this obvious two-stage

solution that avoid the explicit derivation of a model representation.

Data-driven algorithms for systems and control problems are presently less developed than their model-based

counterparts. Only a few control problems have data-drivensolutions. Our purpose in this paper is to outline a

generic approach to data-driven simulation and show its fundamental role for deriving data-driven control algorithms.

We impose the strong assumption that the data is generated bya linear time-invariant system of an a priori bounded

order and all the data is available off-line. Thus, the algorithms presented in this paper are non-recursive and apply

to exact data. In a future work, we will address the approximation issue, the recursive and real-time operation of the

algorithms, and data-driven feedback control.

Overview of the literature, outline of the paper, and summary of contributions

Data-driven simulation of free response and impulse response is used in (Markovskyet al. 2005a) for deriving bal-

anced input/state/output representations from data. In its full generality the data-driven simulation problem is first

formulated and solved in (Markovskyet al.2005b). In Section 4, we review the results of (Markovskyet al.2005b),

because they are fundamental for the solution of the data-driven control problems, considered in Sections 5 and 6.

Perhaps the first data-driven control method is the Ziegler-Nichols procedure for tuning PID controllers. That

method is based, however, on the plant step response, which assumes zero initial conditions and step input. In addition,

the method is graphical and does not generalise to other control problems. Procedures for deriving multivariable linear

quadratic Gaussian controller, using the plant impulse response, are proposed in (Furuta and Wongsaisuwan 1995)

and (Shi and Skelton 2000).

Data-driven synthesis methods using an arbitrary responseare developed under different names: unfalsified con-

trol (Safonov 1996, Safonov and Tsao 1997), iterative feedback tuning (Hjalmarssonet al. 1998, Hildebrandet

al. 2004), virtual reference feedback tuning (Campiet al. 2002), and model free control (Favoreel 1999, Woodley

2001, Ikedaet al. 2001, Fujisakiet al. 2004, Park and Ikeda 2006). The model free methods as well as the methods

proposed in this paper can be classified as subspace-type methods, i.e., similarly to the subspace system identification

methods (Van Overschee and De Moor 1996, Verhaegen and Dewilde 1992), they are based on linear algebra opera-

tions, such as projections and solution of linear systems ofequations. The model less methods of (Favoreel 1999, Ikeda

et al.2001, Fujisakiet al.2004) and the data-driven control method, presented in Section 6 of this paper, minimise a

finite horizon 2-norm cost function. The solution to this problem is given in closed form by a projection and conse-

quently the solution methods are related. The proposed algorithms for solving the problem, however, are different.

In Section 5, we consider a control problem, called output matching, which is in the following sense the opposite

to simulation: the output matching controller aims to determine an input that achieves exactly a desired output, while

a simulation algorithm aims to determine an output that corresponds to a given input. (In both problems the initial

conditions are assumed to be given.) We present an algorithmfor output matching, which is a trivial modification of

the data-driven simulation algorithm. As will be shown, a shortcoming of the output matching problem formulation

is that it does not impose restrictions on the control signaland therefore the input can grow unbounded.
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In Section 6, we consider a data-driven finite horizon linearquadratic tracking problem, which implicitly con-

strains the input signal and thus avoids the main shortcoming of the output matching control. We present three solu-

tions to the linear quadratic tracking problem. The first oneis the classical model-based solution that first computes an

input/state/output representation of the plant and then synthesises the controller by solving the corresponding Riccati

equation. The second solution is to compute an impulse response representation of the plant and then find the optimal

trajectory by solving a weighted least squares problem. Thethird solution computes the optimal trajectory directly

from the given data by projecting the reference trajectory on the setB0 of all zero initial conditions trajectories of the

plant. Under certain conditions, which will be specified, a basis forB0 can be computed from the given trajectorywd

of the plant, which makes the procedure implementable. We illustrate the equivalence of the three approaches by sim-

ulation examples. The third approach is similar to that usedin (Favoreel 1999, Ikedaet al.2001, Fujisakiet al.2004).

However, the approach presented here has the following novel features compared to the cited sources:

1. sufficient conditions are given under which the data-driven simulation and control problems are solvable,

2. a new algorithm is derived for data-driven control (see Algorithm 8), and

3. the solution of the data-driven control problem is related to the basic idea of computing special responses of the

unknown plant (i.e., data-driven simulation).

The control criterion, considered in Section 6 of the paper,is over afinite horizon, so that the initial conditions play

an important role. In iterative feedback tuning (Hjalmarsson et al.1998, Hildebrandet al.2004) and virtual reference

feedback tuning (Campiet al.2002) approaches, instead, the objective is to achieve a desired operating regime of the

plant. In this case, an infinite horizon cost is used and therefore the initial conditions are not relevant. This difference

is also reflected in the fact that in the approach of this paperone designs a control input while in iterative feedback

tuning and virtual reference feedback tuning the aim is to tune the parameters of a feedback controller.

2 Preliminaries and notation

We use the behavioural language. A discrete-time dynamicalsystemB with w external variables (inputs and outputs)

is a subset of the signal space(Rw)N. The set of natural numbersN is the time-axis, so that a trajectoryw of B is a

vector time seriesw =
(
w(1),w(2), . . .

)
, wherew(t) ∈ R

w, for all t ∈ N. The notationBt is used for the restriction of

the behaviour on the interval[1, t], i.e.,

Bt := {wp ∈ (Rw)t | there iswf, such thatwp∧wf ∈ B }, (1)

wherewp∧wf denotes the concatenation of the trajectorieswp andwf. Thus,w∈Bt is a finite trajectory
(
w(1), . . .w(t)

)

of the systemB. σ denotes the backwards shift operatorσw(t) := w(t +1).
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The number of inputsm and the number of outputsp of a systemB ∈ (Rm+p)N are invariant of the representation.

Modulo a permutation of the variables, any trajectoryw∈ B has an input/output partition

w = col(u,y) :=


u

y


 ,

whereu is an input, i.e., it is free, andy is an output, i.e., it is determined by the input, the system,and the initial

condition.

Denote byL w the class of linear, time-invariant, and finite dimensionalsystems withw variables. There are a

number of equivalent representations of a systemB ∈ L w. In this paper, we use the input/state/output representation

B(A,B,C,D) := {col(u,y) ∈ (Rm+p)N | ∃ x∈ (Rn)N, such thatσx = Ax+Buandy = Cx+Du},

parameterized by the matricesA ∈ R
n×n, B ∈ R

n×m, C ∈ R
p×n, andD ∈ R

p×m. The state dimensionn is called the

order of the representation. An input/state/output representationB(A,B,C,D) is minimal if its order is as small as

possible. This smallest possible ordern(B) is invariant and is called the order of the system. Another invariant that is

used in the paper is the lagl(B) of B. It is defined as the observability index of an input/state/output representation

B(A,B,C,D) of B, i.e., the smallest integerℓ, for which the observability matrix

Oℓ(A,C) := col(C,CA, . . . ,CAℓ−1) (2)

has rankn(B).

The Hankel matrix witht1 block rows, composed of the signalw∈ (Rw)T is denoted by

Ht1,t2(w) :=




w(1) w(2) · · · w(t2)

w(2) w(3) · · · w(t2 +1)

w(3) w(4) · · · w(t2 +2)

...
...

...

w(t1) w(t1 +1) · · · w(t1 + t2−1)




. (3)

If the index t2 is skipped, the matrixHt1(w) is assumed to have the maximal possible number of columnst2 =

T − t1 +1. The signalu =
(
u(1), . . . ,u(T)

)
is calledpersistently excitingof orderL if the Hankel matrixHL(u) is of

full row rank.

The block lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix witht block rows, composed of the signalH =
(
H(0),H(1), . . . ,H(t−

1)
)

is denoted by

Tt(H) :=




H(0) 0 0 . . . 0

H(1) H(0) 0
. . .

...

H(2) H(1) H(0) 0 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . . 0

H(t −1) · · · H(2) H(1) H(0)




. (4)
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Let H be the impulse response ofB, i.e., withB = B(A,B,C,D) of ordern, we have

H(0) = D, H(τ) = CAτ−1B, for τ = 1,2, . . . , t −1. (5)

Using the notation (2) for the observability matrix and the notation (4) for the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix, we

can express the condition thatw is a trajectory ofB as a linear system of equations

w = col(u,y) ∈ Bt ⇐⇒ ∃ xini ∈ R
n, such thaty = Ot(A,C)xini +Tt(H)u. (6)

We use the same lettery for the signal
(
y(1), . . . ,y(t)

)
as well as for the vector col

(
y(1), . . . ,y(t)

)
, i.e., we identify

the spaces(Rp)t andR
pt . Corresponding to a given inputu∈ (Rm)t , the systemB ∈ L m+p has ann(B)-dimensional

space of outputsy, such that col(u,y) ∈ Bt . This space is parameterized by the initial condition.

The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrixA is denoted byA+. colspan(A) denotes the span of the columns

of A. Im is them×m identity matrix and 0m×n is them×n zero matrix.

3 Fundamental lemmas

3.1 Specification of initial condition

In a representation free setting, we specify initial condition for a trajectorywr ∈ BTr by considering the extended

trajectorywini ∧wr, wherewini ∈ BTini is a suitably chosen initial trajectory. Assuming that the lengthTini of wini is

greater than or equal to the lagl(B) of the system, the statex(Tini +1) of a minimal input/state/ouptut representation

of B is uniquely determined at timeTini +1. This state serves as an initial condition for the trajectory wr.

Lemma 1 (Initial condition). Let B(A,B,C,D) be a minimal input/state/output representation and let H bethe im-

pulse response ofB ∈ L w. Then for all wini ∈ (Rw)Tini , with Tini ≥ l(B),

wini ∧col(ur,yr) ∈ BTini+Tr =⇒ there is unique xini ∈ R
n(B), such that yr = OTr(A,C)xini +TTr(H)ur. (7)

Proof. Given an initial trajectorywini , we need to prove the existence of a unique initial vectorxini ∈ R
n(B), such

that (7) holds, for allur ∈ (Rm)Tr . We do this constructively. Let col(uini ,yini) be an input/output partitioning ofwini .

Note thatwini is not free:

wini ∧col(ur,yr) ∈ BTini+Tr =⇒ wini ∈ BTini .

Sincewini is a trajectory ofBTini , it follows from (6), that there is an initial statex(1), such that

yini = OTini(C,A)x(1)+TTini (H)uini . (8)

Moreover, the assumptions thatB(A,B,C,D) is a minimal representation andTini ≥ l(B) imply that the extended

observability matrixOTini (C,A) is full column rank. Therefore, the system of equations (8) has a unique solutionx(1).

The initial conditionxini is equal to the statex(Tini +1), i.e.,

xini = x(Tini +1) = ATini x(1)+
[
ATini−1B ATini−2B · · · AB B

]
uini . (9)
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The uniqueness ofxini follows from the uniqueness ofx(1).

Lemma 1 shows that assumingwini ∈ BTini andTini ≥ l(B), a trajectorywr ∈ BTr, such thatwini ∧wr ∈ BTini+Tr,

has a uniquely specified initial condition and is therefore unique, given its input componentur. Moreover, the proof

gives an explicit expression (8–9) for an initial statexini in terms of the initial trajectorywini , the input/state/output

representation parametersA,B,C,D, and the impulse responseH. This expression is used in Section 6.1 for the

solution of the linear quadratic tracking problem by input/state/output representation.

3.2 Construction of trajectories

Next, we consider an important result for the solution of thedata-driven simulation and control problems, related

to the construction of new trajectories of the system from a known one. Assume thatwd ∈ (Rw)T is a trajectory

of B ∈ L w. The subscript d stands for ‘data’ and aims to distinguish the particular observed trajectorywd from a

general one. Due to the linearity and time-invariance ofB, theT− t +1 columns of the Hankel matrixHt(wd), where

t ≤ T, aret samples long trajectories ofB. Therefore, any linear combination of the columns ofHt(wd) is also a

t-samples long trajectory ofB, i.e.,

Ht(wd)g∈ Bt, for all g∈ R
T−t+1.

The following lemma shows that under additional assumptions onwd andB, for every trajectoryw∈ Bt , there is a

vectorg, such thatw = Ht(wd)g.

Lemma 2 (Fundamental lemma (Willemset al.2005)). Let

• wd = col(ud,yd) be a T samples long trajectory of a linear time-invariant systemB, i.e., wd ∈ BT ;

• the systemB be controllable; and

• the input ud be persistently exciting of order t+n(B).

Then any t samples long trajectory w= col(u,y) ofB can be written as a linear combination of the columns ofHt(wd)

and any linear combinationHt(wd)g, where g∈ R
T−t+1, is a trajectory ofB, i.e.,

colspan
(
Ht(wd)

)
= Bt .

Under the assumptions of the fundamental lemma, computing atrajectoryw of Bt with certain specified prop-

erties, e.g.,w corresponds to a given inputu and initial trajectorywini , amounts to choosing a vectorg that imposes

those properties throughw = Hl (wd)g. For example, choosingg, such thatwini ∧col(u,y) ∈ BTini+t requires solving

a linear system of equations forg with right-hand-sidewini andu.
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4 Data-driven simulation

In this section, we consider the simulation problem: given asystemB with an input/output partitionw = col(u,y) of

the variables, an input signalur, and an initial condition; find the responseyr of Bt to ur and the given initial condition.

4.1 Problem formulation

Classically, the systemB and implicitly the input/output partition are given by an input/state/output, transfer function,

or impulse response representation. The input/state/output representation is used most often, because it allows a

convenient specification of the initial condition by an initial state vectorxini and because of the good numerical linear

algebra methods developed in the state space setting. Consequently, in what follows, we refer to the simulation

problem with a given input/state/output representation ofthe system as the ‘classical simulation problem’.

Problem 3 (Classical simulation). Given

• an input/state/output representationB(A,B,C,D) of a linear time-invariant systemB,

• an input signalur =
(
ur(1), . . . ,ur(Tr)

)
∈ (Rm)Tr , and

• an initial conditionxini ∈ R
n,

find the responseyr of B(A,B,C,D) to the inputur and the initial conditionxini .

The data-driven simulation problem is defined similarly to the classical simulation problem with the differences

that the systemB and the initial conditions are specified implicitly by giventrajectories.

Problem 4 (Data-driven simulation). Given

• a trajectorywd =
(
wd(1), . . . ,wd(T)

)
∈ (Rw)T of a linear time-invariant systemB,

• an input signalur =
(
ur(1), . . . ,ur(Tr)

)
∈ (Rm)Tr , and

• an initial trajectorywini =
(
wini(1), . . . ,wini(Tini)

)
∈ (Rw)Tini , wherewini ∈ BTini ,

find a responsey of B to the inputur, such that

wini ∧col(ur,y) ∈ BTini+Tr. (10)

Note5 (Uniqueness of the responsey). Equation (10) does not necessarily define a uniquey, i.e., in Problem 4 we do

not impose that the responsey is unique. In most cases, however, uniqueness is desirable.As proven in Lemma 1, the

additional assumptionTini ≥ l(B) imposes uniqueness.

It is assumed, as part of the problem formulation, thatwd and wini are trajectories of a linear time-invariant

systemB. Sincewd andwini are of finite length and the order ofB is not a priori restricted, the assumptionswd ∈BT
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andwini ∈ BTini can be made without loss of generality. We do need restrictive assumptions, however, in order to

guarantee thatwd uniquely specifiesB (identifiability). If, in addition, we insist on a unique solution to Problem 4,

wini should specify a unique initial condition. Sufficient conditions for identifiability can be derived from Lemma 1,

see (Markovskyet al.2006a, Theorem 8.16), and a uniqueness condition is given in Lemma2.

Assuming thatB is identifiable fromwd, standard identification algorithms can be used to find an explicit rep-

resentation ofB. This suggests the following solution of the data-driven simulation problem that reduces it to the

classical simulation problem:

1. identificationwd 7→ (A,B,C,D),

2. observer design
(
wini ,(A,B,C,D)

)
7→ xini ,

3. classical simulation
(
ur,xini ,(A,B,C,D)

)
7→ y.

The question occurs:

Can we find a responsey such that (10) holds without deriving an explicit representation ofB?

As shown in the following section, the answer is positive. Moreover, the main idea for doing data-driven simulation

can be used as well for data-driven control. This is explained in Sections 5 and 6.

4.2 Data-driven simulation algorithm

Consider givenwd, ur, andwini . Under the assumptions of the fundamental lemma,

wini ∧col(ur,y) ∈ BTini+Tr ⇐⇒ ∃ g, such thatHTini+Tr(wd)g = col
(
wini ,col(ur,y)

)
.

The equation

HTini+Tr(wd)g = col
(
wini ,col(ur,y)

)
(11)

is a linear system for the unknownsg andy. The equations with right-hand-sidey can be used to definey for giveng.

The remaining equations impose restrictions ong, determined bywini andur. This suggests the following generic

data-driven simulation algorithm:

1. compute any solutiong of the equations in (11) with right-hand-sidewini andur,

2. definey from the remaining equations in (11) by substituting the computedg on step 1.

In order to make the algorithm more concrete, define

U := HTini+Tr(ud) and Y := HTini+Tr(yd)

and the partitionings

U =:


Up

Uf


 mTini

mTr

and Y =:


Yp

Yf


 pTini

pTr

.
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The blocksUp andYp are referred to as the ‘past’ (of the computed response) and are used to set up the initial

conditions. The blocksUf andYf are referred to as the ‘future’ and are used for computing thedesired responsey.

With this notation steps 1 and 2 above can be formulated as thefollowing Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Data-driven simulation.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , ur ∈ (Rm)Tr , andwini ∈ (Rw)Tini .

1: Compute a solution of 


Up

Yp

Uf


g =




uini

yini

ur


 . (12)

2: Compute

Yfg =: y. (13)

Output: y.

Proposition 6. Assume that

• the data generating systemB is controllable, and

• the input component ud of the trajectory wd is persistently exciting of order Tini +Tr +n(B).

Then for any ur ∈ (Rm)Tr , the system of equations (12) is compatible and for any particular solution g, the output y:=

Yfg of Algorithm 1 is such that (10) holds. If in addition, Tini ≥ l(B), then y= yr is the unique signal that satisfies (10).

Proof. Under the assumptions of the proposition, we can apply Lemma2. It follows that colspan(HTini+Tr(wd)) =

BTini+Tr. Since by assumptionwini ∈ BTini , for anyur ∈ (Rm)Tr , there isy∈ (Rp)Tr , such that (10) holds. Then there is

in general a nonunique vectorg, such that (11) holds. The system of equations (12) on step 1 of Algorithm 1 consists

of a subset of the equations of (11), which proves that (12) iscompatible. Assume now that ¯g is a particular solution

of (12) andy is defined as in (13). Then by Lemma 2,

HTini+Tr(wd)ḡ = col(wini ,col(ur,y)) ∈ BTini+Tr,

so that (10) holds.

Under the additional assumption thatTini ≥ l(B), we can apply Lemma 1. It follows thatwini andur determine a

unique outputyr, such that (10) holds. Then the signaly, computed by Algorithm 1 is unique and is equal toyr.

Note7 (‘Noisy’ data). The choice of the particular solutiong on step 1 of Algorithm 1 is irrelevant as long as the

assumptions of Proposition 6 are satisfied. However, if one or more of the assumptions are not satisfied, then (12)

may have no solution. In this case, one can still execute Algorithm 1 by computing an approximate solution forg,

aiming at an approximate response of the system. The question of which notion of approximate solution one should

use depends on additional assumptions (or prior knowledge)about the data generating mechanism. Results for the

case whenud is exact andyd is noisy (output error setup) are given in (Markovskyet al.2006b).
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Note8 (Recursive implementation). The persistency of excitation forud, required by Algorithm 1 is of orderTr +

Tini +n(B). Typically Tini andn(B) are small compared to the lengthT of the given trajectory, however,Tr might be

big. In (Markovskyet al.2005a) a refinement of the data-driven simulation algorithm is presented (in the special cases

of impulse response and free response computation) that requires persistency of excitation of order 1+ Tini + n(B).

The idea is to construct the responsey iteratively by weaving together consecutive patches ofy. Due to lack of space,

we do not present iterative versions of the algorithms in this paper.

Next, we describe three special cases of the generic data-driven simulation algorithm that are of independent

interest and are used in the solution of data-driven controlproblems. The observations made in Notes 7 and 8 can be

repeated verbatim for the special cases of Algorithms 1, presented below.

4.3 Special caseu = 0: zero input response

The columns of an extended observability matrixOTr(A,C) of B areTr samples long free responses ofB. There-

fore, by using a data-driven simulation algorithm we can construct an observability matrix directly from data. In

Algorithm 2 we computej := T −Tr −Tini + 1 free responsesf1, . . . , f j and do a rank revealing factorisation of the

matrix F :=
[

f1 · · · f j

]
, i.e., factorF asOXini, whereO is full column rank andXini is full row rank. Due to the

persistency of excitation assumption of Proposition 6, thenumber of linearly independent free responses computed in

this way isn(B).

Algorithm 2 Compute an observability matrix.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , Tini ∈ N, andTr ∈ N.

1: Compute a solution of 


Up

Yp

Uf


G =




Up

Yp

0mTr× j


 .

2: Compute

YfG =: F.

3: Compute a rank revealing factorisationF = OXini.

Output: O.

Proposition 9. If the assumptions of Proposition 6 are satisfied and Tr ≥ l(B), the matrixO, computed by Algo-

rithm 2, is an observability matrix ofB with Tr block rows, corresponding to a minimal input/state/outputrepresen-

tation B(A,B,C,D) of B, i.e.,O = OTr(A,C).

Proof. From Proposition 6 it follows that every column of the matrixF, computed on step 2 of Algorithm 2, is a

free response ofB. Moreover, from (Willemset al.2005, Corollary 2) and the assumptionTr ≥ l(B) it follows that

rank(F) = n(B). The statement of the proposition follows from rank(O) = rank(F) = n(B).
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4.4 Special casewini = 0: zero initial condition response

Define the zero initial conditions subbehaviourB0 of B as follows

B0,Tr :=
{

wf ∈ (Rw)Tr | (0, . . . ,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tini

∧wf ∈ BTini+Tr , for all Tini ∈ N
}
. (14)

The setB0 consists of all trajectories ofB that when preceded with an arbitrary number of zero samples are still

trajectories ofB. l(B) or more leading zero samples specify zero initial conditions, soB0 is indeed the subspace

of B consisting of all zero initial conditions trajectories. Note that dim(B0,Tr) = mTr, so we can compute a basis for

B0,Tr directly from data, by computingmTr linearly independent zero initial condition responses. InAlgorithm 3, we

computej := T−Tr−Tini +1 zero initial condition responsesw0,1, . . . ,w0, j , because the persistency of excitation ofud

guarantees that among them there are exactlymTr linearly independent one. Then a basis forB0,Tr can be computed

from the matrixW0 :=
[
w0,1 · · · w0, j

]
by doing a rank revealing factorisation.

Algorithm 3 Compute a basis for the zero initial conditions subbehaviour.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , Tini ∈ N, andTr ∈ N.

1: Compute a solution of 


Up

Yp

Uf


G =




0mTini× j

0pTini× j

HTr(ud)


 .

2: Compute

YfG =: Y0.

3: DefineW0 :=
[
col(u0,1,y0,1) · · · col(u0, j ,y0, j)

]
, whereu0,i is the ith column ofHTr(ud) and y0,i is the ith

column ofY0.

4: Compute a rank revealing factorisationW0 = B0L

Output: B0.

Proposition 10. If the assumptions of Proposition 6 are satisfied, the columns of the matrix B0, computed by Algo-

rithm 3, form a basis for the zero initial conditions subbehaviour B0,Tr of BTr.

Proof. From Proposition 6, it follows that the columns ofY0 are zero initial condition responses ofB. By construction

the corresponding inputs are the columns ofHTr(ud), so that colspan(W0) ⊂ B0,Tr . The persistency of excitation

assumption implies rank
(
HTr(ud)

)
= mTr. Therefore rank(W0) = mTr. But dim(B0,Tr) = mTr, and consequently

colspan(B0) = colspan(W0) = B0,Tr .
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4.5 Special casewini = 0, u = Iδ : impulse response

Let ei be theith column of them× m identity matrix Im. Choosing zero initial conditionswini = 0 and pulse input

ui(1) = ei, ui(t) = 0, for t > 1, we find the impulse response ofB. Note that this procedure constitutes a system

identification method, because a representation ofB is derived from data.

Algorithm 4 Compute the impulse response.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , Tini ∈ N, andTr ∈ N.

1: Compute a solution of 


Up

Yp

Uf


G =




0mTini×m

0pTini×m

col(Im,0m(Tr−1)×m)


 . (15)

2: Compute

YfG =: H.

Output: H.

Proposition 11. If the assumptions of Proposition 6 are satisfied, the matrixH, computed by Algorithm 4, contains

the first Tr samples of the impulse response ofB.

Proof. Follows trivially from Proposition 6 and the structure of the right-hand-side of (15).

5 Output matching control

Simulation can be viewed as ‘input matching’: determine theoutput component of a system trajectory, corresponding

to a given input component and initial condition. By reversing the roles of the input and the output, we have an

‘output matching’ problem: determine the input component of a system trajectory, given an output component and

initial condition. This is a control problem, which we call ‘output matching control’.

The output matching problem is a special (singular) case of the output tracking problem, when the input does not

enter into the cost function and the desired output can be achieved exactly. Alternatively, the output matching problem

can be viewed as a special dead-beat control problem, when the initial condition of the system is given. In Section 5.2,

we present a model-based solution and in Section 5.3 we present a data-driven solution to this problem.

5.1 Problem formulation

We call the output matching problem ‘classical’, if the to-be-controlled system is given by an input/state/output

representation.
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Problem 12(Classical output matching). Given

• an input/state/output representationB(A,B,C,D) of a linear time-invariant systemB,

• a reference responseyr =
(
yr(1), . . . ,yr(Tr)

)
∈ (Rp)Tr , and

• an initial conditionxini ∈ R
n,

find an inputu∈ (Rm)Tr , such that the response ofB to u and initial conditionxini is yr.

In the data-driven output matching control problem, the to-be-controlled system and the initial condition are

implicitly specified by given trajectories of the system.

Problem 13(Data-driven output matching). Given

• a trajectorywd =
(
wd(1), . . . ,wd(T)

)
∈ (Rw)T of B,

• a reference responseyr =
(
yr(1), . . . ,yr(Tr)

)
∈ (Rp)Tr , and

• an initial trajectorywini =
(
wini(1), . . . ,wini(Tini)

)
∈ (Rw)Tini , wherewini ∈ BTini ,

find an inputu∈ (Rm)Tr , such that

wini ∧ (u,yr) ∈ BTini+Tr . (16)

5.2 Model-based output matching

Figure 1 shows the structure of a feedforward output matching controller. B−1 denotes a right inverse ofB, i.e., a

linear time-invariant system withp inputs andm outputs, such that the series connection ofB−1 andB is Ip. Note

that the existence of a right inverse requires that the givensystemB has more inputs than outputs.

Proposition 14 (Model-based output matching control). If a causal right inverse systemB−1 of B exists, then for

any reference signal yr ∈ (Rp)Tr and initial condition xini ∈ R
n, there is a control signal u, such that (16) holds.

Proof. If a causal right inverseB−1 exists, the feedforward controller, given on Figure 1 solves the output matching

problem for anyyr ∈ (Rp)Tr andxini ∈ R
n.

We do not consider further conditions for existence of a causal right inverse systemB−1 nor algorithms for

computing its representation from a given representation of B. The reader is referred to (Sain and Massey 1969) for

related results. Our concern next is an algorithm for data-driven output matching control.
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yryr

xini

u
B

B

−

0

Feedforward controller

B−1

Figure 1: Structure of the output matching controller.

5.3 Data-driven output matching algorithm

Consider givenwd, yr, andwini . Under the assumptions of the fundamental lemma,

wini ∧col(u,yr) ∈ BTini+Tr ⇐⇒ ∃ g, such thatHTini+Tr(wd)g = col
(
wini ,col(u,yr)

)
.

The equation

HTini+Tr(wd)g = col
(
wini ,col(u,yr)

)
(17)

now has as unknownsg andu. Therefore, we determineg from the equations in (17) with right-hand-sidewini andyr,

and defineu from the remaining equations. Using the notationUp, Uf, Yp, Yf, defined in Section 4.2, we obtain

Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Data-driven output matching.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , yr ∈ (Rp)Tr , andwini ∈ (Rw)Tini .

1: Compute a solution of 


Up

Yp

Yf


g =




uini

yini

yr


 . (18)

2: Compute

Ufg =: u.

Output: u.

Proposition 15. If the assumptions of Proposition 6 are satisfied and the zeroinitial conditions subbehaviourB0

of B, see (14), satisfies the propertyB0,1 = R
m, the vector u computed by Algorithm 5 is such that (16) holds.

Proof. Consider an input/state/output representationB(A,B,C,D) of B and letH =
(
H(0),H(1), . . .

)
be the impulse

response ofB. Under the assumptions of Proposition 6,wini defines a unique initial statexini . Then (18) is compatible

if and only if

yr −OTr(A,C)xini = TTr(H)u (19)

is compatible. A necessary and sufficient condition for compatibility of (19) is that the matrixTTr(H) is full row rank.

Due to the lower triangular Toeplitz structure ofTTr(H), it is easy to see that the full row rank condition forTTr(H)
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is equivalent to a full row rank condition forH(0) = D. The statement of the proposition follows from

D is full row rank ⇐⇒ B0,1 = R
m.

Example16 (Unbounded input). Consider the linear time-invariant systemB of ordern = 2, with m = 1 input and

p = 1 output, induced by the transfer function

H(z) =
(z−0.7847)(z+1.17)
z2−1.615z+0.6972

.

The trajectorywd is a random one withT = 200 samples, the reference signal isyr = 0 with horizonTr = 30, and

the initial trajectory iswini = (1,1). Figure 2 shows the inputu, computed by Algorithm 5. The assumptions of

Proposition 15 are satisfied and we experimentally verify that the inputu achieves the reference outputyr. In the

particular experiment, however,u grows unbounded ast increases. The reason for this is that the plantB is non-

minimum phase (has zero at−1.17), and the output matching controller internally computes the response of the

inverse systemB−1.

5 10 15 20 25 30
−100

−80

−60

−40

−20

0

20

40

60

80

t

u

Figure 2: An inputu that achieves the reference outputyr in the output matching example.

In the next section, we consider a more general tracking problem—follow a reference trajectorywr by trading-off

errors in both the input and the output. In the infinite horizon case, the latter problem avoids the instability issue,

pointed out in Example 16.

6 Linear quadratic tracking

In a linear quadratic tracking problem the objective is to choose a trajectoryw = (u,y) of a linear time-invariant

systemB that is as close as possible to a given reference trajectorywr ∈ (Rw)Tr . More precisely, in a finite-horizon

case, the objective is to minimise overw∈ BTr the cost function

‖wr −w‖2
Φ :=

Tr

∑
t=1

(
wr(t)−w(t)

)⊤Φ
(
wr(t)−w(t)

)
, (20)
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whereΦ ∈ R
w×w is a given positive definite weight matrix. In the special case when the reference trajectory is the

zero trajectory, the tracking problem is referred to as theregulation problem. In this case, the optimal tracking,

aiming solely at minimising the criterion (20) over all trajectoriesw of B, has a trivial solution—the zero trajectory.

The regulation problem is meaningful, when a nonzero initial condition is specified. Therefore, we introduce initial

conditions specification in the general tracking problem.

The classical formulation of the tracking problem assumes that an input/state/output representation of the sys-

temB is given. In the context of data-driven tracking, we start instead from a given trajectorywd ∈ (Rw)T of B, and

aim at finding an optimal trajectory without explicitly computing a representation (in particular an input/state/output

representation) ofB.

Problem 17(Linear quadratic tracking). Given

• a trajectorywd =
(
wd(1), . . . ,wd(T)

)
∈ (Rw)T of a linear time-invariant systemB,

• a reference trajectorywr =
(
wr(1), . . . ,wr(Tr)

)
∈ (Rw)Tr ,

• an initial trajectorywini =
(
wini(1), . . . ,wini(Tini)

)
∈ (Rw)Tini , wherewini ∈ BTini , and

• a positive definite matrixΦ ∈ R
w×w,

find a trajectoryw∗ ∈ B that minimises the cost function‖wr −w‖2
Φ and has as a prefix the initial trajectorywini , i.e.,

solve the problem

min
w

‖wr −w‖2
Φ subject to wini ∧w∈ BTini+Tr .

In the following we propose three solutions to Problem 17. The first one computes parametersA,B,C,D of

an input/state/output representation of the data generating system and then proceeds by solving a classical tracking

problem, using standard linear quadratic control techniques. The second solution computes the impulse response

of the system and then solves the linear quadratic tracking problem as a weighted least squares problem. The third

solution for solving Problem 17 is completely data-driven.It is not based on any particular representation of the plant,

however, as in the solution using the impulse response, one of the steps is a solution of a large weighted least squares

problem.

6.1 Algorithm using input/state/output representation

The classical but indirect solution of Problem 17 is to compute first an input/state/output representationB(A,B,C,D)

of B from the datawd and then using the parameters(A,B,C,D) to compute the optimal trajectoryw∗. This is the

well known model-based approach that we summarise for completeness.

By assumption the datawd is an exact trajectory of the unknown systemB. Therefore, we are dealing with an exact

(deterministic) identification problemwd 7→ B. Under the assumptions of (Markovskyet al.2006a, Theorem 8.16),

the system is identifiable and an input/state/output representation ofB can be computed. Algorithms for computing an
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input/state/output representation from exact data are developed in the (deterministic) subspace identification setting,

see (Van Overschee and De Moor 1996, Chapter 2) and (Markovsky et al.2006a, Chapter 8).

A procedure for deriving the initial state from the initial trajectory is outlined in the proof of Lemma 1. Once the

state space representation and the initial state are available, Problem 17 becomes

min
x,u,y

‖wr −col(u,y)‖2
Φ subject to

x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)+Du(t)
, x(1) = xini , for t = 1, . . . ,Tr. (21)

The solution leads to a difference Riccati equation that depends only on theA,B,C,D matrices and a backward in time

recursion that depends on the reference signalwr and the initial conditionxini . The formulae for the continuous-time

case are given in (Markovskyet al.2002, Theorem 1). For simplicity, next we give the solution for the finite-horizon

linear quadratic regulation problem, i.e., for the specialcase ofwr = 0.

We can eliminate the variabley in (21) by substitution. This gives the following linear quadratic regulation

problem with complete state information

min
x,u

Tr

∑
t=1


u(t)

x(t)



⊤

 I 0

D C



⊤

Φ


 I 0

D C





u(t)

x(t)




subject to x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), x(1) = xini , for t = 1, . . . ,Tr.

(22)

Define the partitioning

Φ =:


 Φu Φuy

Φyu Φy


 .

The solution of (22) is (see, e.g., (Åström and Wittenmark 1997, Theorem 11.1))

x∗(t +1) = (A−BLt)x
∗(t), x(1) = xini ,

w∗(t) =


 −Lt

C−DLt


x∗(t),

(23)

where

Lt :=
(
B⊤St+1B+ Φu+ ΦuyD+D⊤Φ⊤

uy+D⊤ΦyD
)−1(

B⊤St+1A+ ΦuyC+D⊤ΦyC
)

(24)

and

St = A⊤St+1A+C⊤ΦyC−
(
B⊤St+1A+ ΦuyC+D⊤ΦyC

)⊤

×
(
B⊤St+1B+ Φu+ ΦuyD+D⊤Φ⊤

uy+D⊤ΦyD
)−1(

B⊤St+1A+ ΦuyC+D⊤ΦyC
)
, STr+1 = 0. (25)

The resulting algorithm for solving Problem 17, in the special casewr = 0, using an input/state/output representa-

tion of the plant is Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 Data-driven linear quadratic regulation, using an input/state/output representation.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , wr ∈ (Rp)Tr , wini ∈ (Rw)Tini , andΦ ∈ R
w×w, Φ > 0.

1: (wd,Tini)
Identification, e.g., (Markovskyet al.2006a, Algorithm 8.5)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (A,B,C,D)

2: (wini ,A,B,C,D)
Observer (5,8,9)
−−−−−−−−→ xini

3: (Φ,wr,xini ,A,B,C,D)
Synthesis (23,24,25)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ w∗

Output: w∗.

6.2 Algorithm using impulse response representation

Another approach for solving Problem 17 is to compute the impulse responseH of B from the datawd, using Algo-

rithm 4, and then usingH to computew∗. Let B(A,B,C,D) be an input/state/output representation ofB and let

Õ :=




col(0m×n,C)

col(0m×n,CA)

...

col(0m×n,CATini+Tr−1)




be an extended observability matrix ofB with Tini +Tr block rows. Any zero-input trajectorywfree = col(0, f ) of B

can be written aswfree = Õxini , for somexini ∈ R
n. Define also the augmented Markov parameters

H̃(0) = col
(
Im,H(0)

)
, and

H̃(t) = col
(
0m,H(t)

)
, for t = 1,2, . . . .

Then for any trajectorywini ∧w∈ BTini+Tr there is a corresponding initial conditionxini and an input signaluini ∧u,

such that 
wini

w


 = Õx(1)+TTini+Tr(H̃)


uini

u


 . (26)

Define the partitionings

Õ =:


Õ1

Õ2


 and TTini+Tr(H̃) =:


T̃11 0

T̃21 TTr(H̃)


 ,

that are conformable with the partitionings of col(wini ,w) and col(uini ,u). The equations in (26) with left-hand-

sidewini

wini = Õ1x(1)+ T̃11uini (27)

are decoupled from the other equations and can be solved independently in terms of the initial statex(1) and initial

input signaluini . The remaining equations

w = Õ2x(1)+ T̃21uini +TTr(H̃)u

specifyw in terms of the inputu. Define

wfree := Õ2x(1)+ T̃21uini . (28)
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Note thatwfree is the free trajectory ofB, with prefixwini (or equivalently by the initial conditionxini ).

The optimal tracking problem becomes

min
u

‖wr −wfree−TTr(H̃)u‖2
Φ,

which is a standard weighted least squares problem. Its solution is

u∗ =
(
T

⊤
Tr

(H̃)Φ̃TTr(H̃)
)−1

T
⊤

Tr
(H̃)Φ̃(wr −wfree), (29)

where

Φ̃ = diag(Φ, . . . ,Φ) ∈ R
Trw×Trw,

so that

w∗ = TTr(H̃)u∗ +wfree. (30)

The resulting algorithm for solving Problem 17, using an impulse response representation of the plant, is Algo-

rithm 7.

Algorithm 7 Data-driven linear quadratic tracking, using an impulse response representation.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , wr ∈ (Rp)Tr , wini ∈ (Rw)Tini , andΦ ∈ R
w×w, Φ > 0.

1: (wd,Tini ,Tr)
Algorithm 4
−−−−−−→ H

2: (wd,Tini ,Tini +Tr)
Algorithm 2
−−−−−−→ O

3: (wini ,H,O)
(27,28)
−−−−→ wfree

4: (Φ,wr,wfree,H)
(29,30)
−−−−→ w∗

Output: w∗.

6.3 Algorithm for data-driven linear quadratic tracking

In this section, we present a complete data-driven solutionto Problem 17, i.e., one that does not rely on any specific

system representation. The basic idea underlying the data-driven linear quadratic tracking algorithm is to project the

trajectorywr −wfree on the zero initial conditions subbehaviourB0,Tr (see (14)) ofB. The data-driven simulation

algorithms, presented in Section 4 can be used to determine the free trajectorywfree and a basis forB0,Tr .

Theorem 18. Let W0 ∈ R
Trw×• be a matrix, such thatcolspan

(
W0

)
= B0,Tr . Then the solution of Problem 17 is

given by

w∗ = W0
(
W⊤

0 Φ̃W0
)+

W⊤
0 Φ̃(wr −wfree)+wfree, (31)

where wfree is the free trajectory ofB, caused by the initial trajectory wini . If W0 defines a basis forB0,Tr , then the

pseudoinverse in (31) can be replaced by inverse.
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Proof. Any zero initial conditions trajectoryw0 = col(u0,y0) ∈ (Rw)Tr is of the formw0 = TTr(H̃)u0. Therefore,

B0,Tr = colspan
(
TTr(H̃)

)
= colspan

(
W0

)
.

Consider the spaceW = (Rw)Tr with inner product defined by〈w1,w2〉 = w⊤
1 Φ̃w2. The projector onB0,Tr in W is

TTr(H̃)
(
T

⊤
Tr

(H̃)Φ̃TTr(H̃)
)−1

T
⊤

Tr
(H̃)Φ̃ = W0

(
W⊤

0 Φ̃W0
)+

W⊤
0 Φ̃.

Then (31) follows from (29,30).

Theorem 18 is based on the fact that the optimal solutionw∗ depends only on the subspaceB0,Tr , the metric,

given by the weight matrixΦ, and the free trajectorywfree, initiated bywini , and not on the particular basis ofB0,Tr . In

(29,30), we used as a basis forB0,Tr the columns of the Toeplitz matrixTTr(H̃) constructed from the impulse response

of B. However, using Algorithm 3, we can find another basis forB0,Tr . In addition, the free trajectorywfree can be

computed directly from the datawd, using Algorithm 1. Then by Theorem 18, the optimal trajectory is (31), and we

completely circumvent the need to compute the impulse responseH.

The resulting algorithm for solving Problem 17 is Algorithm8

Algorithm 8 Data-driven linear quadratic tracking.

Input: wd ∈ (Rw)T , wr ∈ (Rp)Tr , wini ∈ (Rw)Tini , andΦ ∈ R
w×w, Φ > 0.

1: (wd,Tini ,Tr)
Algorithm 3
−−−−−−→W0

2: (wd,0mTr×1,wini)
Algorithm 1
−−−−−−→ wfree

3: (Φ,wr,wfree,W0)
(31)
−−→ w∗

Output: w∗.

6.4 Simulation examples

We show simulation examples that illustrate numerically the equivalence of the three methods for data-driven control

linear quadratic tracking. The to-be-controlled plantB is the same as that in Example 16. The datawd, used by

the algorithms, is a random trajectory ofB with T = 200 samples. It is the same in both experiments. A reference

trajectorywr with Tr samples and an initial trajectorywini with Tini = l(B) = 2 samples are chosen as follows:

• Experiment 1:data-driven regulation Tr = 30,

wr = 0, and wini =
([

1
1

]
,
[

1
1

])
,

• Experiment 2:data-driven step tracking Tr = 60,

ur = 0, yr(t) =





0, for t = 1, . . . ,30

1, for t = 31, . . . ,60
, andwini =

([
1
1

]
,
[

1
1

])
.
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The weight matrixΦ is chosen as the 2×2 identity matrix.

In both experiments the compared methods compute the same optimal trajectory, see Figures 3 and 4. The optimal

values of the cost function in experiment 1 and 2 are‖w∗‖2
Φ = 1.1139 and‖wr −w∗‖2

Φ = 2.1034, respectively.
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Figure 3: First experiment:wr dotted line,w∗ solid line.
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Figure 4: Second experiment:wr dotted line,w∗ solid line.

7 Conclusions

We presented a generic approach for construction of linear time-invariant system responses directly from data and

showed its fundamental role for solving output matching andfinite horizon linear quadratic tracking data-driven

control problems. Three solutions to the linear quadratic tracking problem are: 1) identify an input/state/output

representation of the plant and use classical state space synthesis, 2) identify an impulse response representation of

the plant and solve a weighted least squares problem, and 3) do a projection on the subbehaviourB0 of zero-initial

conditions responses of the plant. The third solution is based on simulation of zero input and zero initial conditions

responses of the plant. Using the data-driven simulation algorithm such responses can be computed without deriving

a representation of the plant. All solutions need the same basic assumptions: the plantB is controllable, and an

input component of the given trajectory is persistently exciting of ordern(B)+ l(B)+1, which are the identifiability

conditions of (Markovskyet al.2006a, Chapter 8). The solution given by the input/state/output approach, however, is
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in the form of a feedback, while the other solutions compute off-line the optimal trajectory. This poses the question

of finding an optimal feedback control law directly from data.
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